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Remembrance’s Stench, video with no sound, colour, 44’47’

Translation as Abstractio
The silent screen welcomes us to the rst room and to its cryptic universe. This is the work of Baha Görkem Yalım, an artist who refuses to crystallise media in a particular form and radically
allows things to appear as themselves, present here in the form of a moving image, both an active process and outcome of a work of translation. In their practice, the range of subjects they
touch upon varies; however, some notions reappear, such as the poetically charged vertical/horizon allegory, which functions as an oblique critique on modernity and patriarchy. Their work is
often accompanied by text that crosses poetry, ction, and academic re ection lines. For the exhibition, Görkem began with a poem they wrote, Remembrance’s Stench, an intimate and vivid
text that can be read as a poetic montage of their early memories, and then as searching for another system of communication beyond the scheme of verbal language. Görkem also
transformed their text into a hand choreography
Remembrance’s Stench is a text. But how to read this text? It is a text that does not want to be read. While the act of translation still has the intention to disseminate the knowledge, the
story, and the affect, to translate is to exercise power and control over what should and should not be included in a translated work. For Benjamin, the “receiver” of translation does not
designate but is a fuzzy concept; every “translation” is the “coming to terms with” the foreignness of types of communication.” Taking the space of untranslatable as “queer space,” a disruptive
zone of encounter “between source and target languages, one that challenges any normative idea of straightforward, untroubled translatability,” Görkem’s act of translation is an encounter
with a (textual) body that they created, that is yet to come into existence only in the act of translation
In the form of an abstraction that doubled the strain of and ontologically intertwined with translation, in the words at hand, Görkem’s (self) translation wilfully controls their own text and
limits both the textual body and the audience/reader. We have no given clue nor context about the original version of the poem, but in the artist’s act of not offering the original text to help
and to comfort the reader who strives to decipher, there is an underlying message. The question of the centuries: Whose stories are being told? Whose language is being spoken? And its
derivatives: Whose desire and pain should be uttered in abstraction? Whose words should be turned into actions? Görkem invites us to take steps out of communicative ways of power and
to generate new corporal ones. We are kindly and silently asked to learn their language, the language of the hands, the language of the unsaid and repressed. And it starts with a fundamental
instruction: LOOK!—with tactile eyes and ngers, if possible. Besides the unspeakable text and the loss it carries, Remembrance’s Stench is also a proposition of a methodology. A practical
video, a cookbook of abstraction, an introduction to the language of hands
As a supreme method of abstraction, in this work of translation, Görkem turned symbolic to gestures, and, by doing so, they reconnect the intellect to the body—two entities that have
continuously been forced to be split as a genesis of binary thinking. However, even though the text does not lose its poetical power in its transference to the hands, abstracting a legible and
accessible form to another one to make it less legible and accessible could only happen with a degree of violence, which entails a certain loss. With the hands of the artists embodying and
reciting the poetic text, the video is simultaneously telling the story of what is lost on the way
This loss is being crystallised on the video’s immobile background in front of which we see the artist’s hand dancing the poetry. This is a damaged version of The Threatened Swan (Dutch: De
Bedreigde Zwaan), an oil painting of a mute swan made around 1650 by Jan Asselijn, a Dutch Golden Age painter with a withered hand. The painting’s subject, a life-size swan, is defending its
nest against a dog that is not painted in life-size and only visible at the far-left corner of the painting with its small head, which creates a visual imbalance between the sizes of the aggressor
and the retaliator and accentuates the defensive rage of the latter. The swan, with its trans-human capacity, as in Swan Lake, in which Odette is a princess at night and a swan during the day,
with its sexualization in many depictions in the 15th and 16th centuries, when it was considered more acceptable to depict a woman in the act of copulation with a swan than with a human.
With their fame as one of many bird species that form same-sex partnerships, swans are already queer animals. Görkem, by cutting out the subject of the threatened swan, wilfully censors
the queer image, but, by taking the dog also out of the picture, they cancel out the ght, attack, and threat altogether; they leave us with the serenity of a colourful sky but also the trace of
the violence that still dominates the screen with a threatening blank
Among the participants of the exhibition, Görkem was the one who transgressed my curatorial boundaries. The video leaves out the swan gure, and it foregrounds its absence in the
background; it employs the hands, which is also acceptable considering its nonindexical character in terms of gender and sexuality and the exhibition’s suggestion of them as the tactile
weapon in the ght against oppressors. Nevertheless, Görkem’s usage of colours was a major concern for me because of the exhibition’s totality. Despite my insistence, they always
persuaded me with their answers. For Görkem, it would be outrageous, and it would be too violent to discolour the colours if they are already given, especially if they are natural and if
Görkem themself did not produce them.
It was particularly important to keep the sky with the original colours as Jan Asselijn painted it. As a painter who mastered painting in Italy—which would in uence his painting for the rest of
his life—Jan’s paintings always bear the colours he experienced in Italy; he would use Italy’s warm colours, even when depicting Amsterdam’s cold skies. Carrying the colours in his head,
mimicking the skies that are believed to be the same in anywhere in the world, is a sanguine gesture of Jan, from which we all can learn much. How to see the colours in the sky when it is
dark? How to store the colours and use them when an opportunity arises? How to imagine another sky
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Video link: https://vimeo.com/510863508/f2753fa044
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.

Video still
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.

Video still
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A Monument for the Unfound, tripod system, stroller, plaster, aluminium, ower arrangement. Multi Dimensional

A Support Structure: A monument for the Unfoun
The screen showing the Remembrance’s Stench felt like it is larger than the room and heavier than it can carry. This feeling is also valid for Baha Görkem Yalım’s second
work in the exhibition, A Monument for the Unfound, which is situated in the same room. Just like the life-size swan of the Threatened Swan, these two works create a sense
of disorientation in the space. A mistake. A wrongly decorated room. Objects that do not t in that cannot be speci c or relevant to the site. Aliens
A Monument for the Unfound is an installation, a ritual record that does not disclose its raison d’etre. Just like the Remembrance’s Stench, it does not provide a set of hints to
the viewer, who is left alone to enjoy and dig into the conundrum. Suggesting that analyzing or “making sense of something is only one (not the best nor ideal) way of the
establishing relationships” with an artwork, the opacity, untranslatability, and unintelligibility embodied in this form generates a strange potential for queering the space—and
a moment of encounter with the work itself. This queer potential renders the encounter pregnant with possibilities
A Monument for the Unfound is a oating monument with no feet on the ground, unoriginated and unfounded. In contrast to bulky guise, it is almost mobile, always ready to
run. As a recurring concern in Görkem’s practice, the structure’s support manifests itself in this assembly of objects interconnected to each other. The components of the
installation, the backdrop tripod, a baby carriage, a column, the owers, the aluminium that wraps the owers, and even the ceiling and the oor, abstracted from their
utilities and representative qualities, start to hold and support each other to form a hard stable assemblage
The curious system of support that enables each object to hold on to and carry each other can set a model for us to think about our communal structures of support.
How do we support each other? What are the junctions that enable us to form an assembly? How do we hold together? How tightly do we hold? How straight? How
would it be possible to hold it queerly? From another angle, these junctures are also the boundaries, the most fragile points, and our vulnerabilities’ contours. Therefore, just
like abstraction, support as structure also carries an inherent form of violence. How do we press onto each other? How do we step onto others
The backdrop stand tripod does not hold an illusional green curtain, and the baby carriage is not carrying a baby. The body, or many bodies, is not turned into an allegory
but an abstracted form in a groundless column, a non-mysterious monolith, a broken obelisk, while forming a monument for nothing but itself, it's unfoundedness. For me,
this is a monument for the new generations, young minds, the futures of the society on whom the queers are thought to be the bad in uences only by their existences, as
a common argument of conservatives worldwide. It is a monument to an “abstract sex,” “unproductive futurism,” and a block squeezing “the fascism of the baby’s face.
Remember how the Turkish government had been using the fascism of the baby’s face in the last year: local education leaders forbade children to draw rainbows, arguing
that it was a ploy to turn children gay. Two series in Net ix Turkey with two gay supporting characters in their scripts were censored or canceled. A textile giant in Turkey
banned the use of rainbows, unicorns, and other symbols in its clothing because “themes that can create an LGBT perception must be avoided.” Turkey’s Trade Ministry
mandated that any LGBT+ pride and rainbow-themed merchandise can only be sold to consumers over the age of 18, on the grounds that rainbow pride products could
have negative effects on children’s growth
Text by Alper Turan
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A Monument for the Unfound, installation, 2021.
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A Monument for the Unfound, installation, 2021.
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A Monument for the Unfound, installation, 2021.
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Grey Immanence, video, 2021.

Remembrance’s Stench, video with no sound, colour, 44’47’

The video installation is titled Grey Immanence and it is an homage to Bella Tarr. As much as the work cherishes the
darkness of Tarr, it is also conceived as a critique of the Gallery of Honour of Dutch Photography which is opening at
the Nederlands Fotomuseum as a long term exhibition. This lming of an oil lamp is both a fruition of a metaphysical
interests -the image or the ction of the oil lamp acting the same way as the real object, a light source- and also a
cyclical gesture in the end of times where living things seem to be devoured of hope. Yet since the gesture captured in
the work is cyclical it leaves the option to its viewer, if they possess hope they can read it as the oil lamp turning on as
oppose to dying. The work at times acts like a photograph and other times as an abstraction, a glimpse of something
unknown. The work is installed on the window of Nederlands Fotomuseum Rotterdam and it is only fully experienced
at night
Video link: https://vimeo.com/521601879/89fe56153b
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.

Video still
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Remembrance’s Stench, video, 2021.

Video still
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She was a wise man, installation, 2020.

Videos; colour, with sound, 10’ loop.
Sculptures; construction tripods with ower arrangements.

Turkish artist Baha Görkem Yalım's work is mercurial. It consists of videos as well as installations, texts and performances.
Recurring themes often include a critique of the gender normative society, while highlighting the potency of the vulnerable
body against power structures. Yalım also highly relies on the expressiveness of objects and their history. But whatever the
appearance of the theme, the work is always enveloped in a dreamlike atmosphere in which the present, past and future are
connected in an almost mystical and associative way with each other and with the maker. The abstract but magically realistic lm
The inside, which is only the fold of the outside, as if the ship is a folding of the sea, is a poetic and associative search for
identity through an error, through an archaeological collection. In Untitled (She was a wise man), the video triptych exhibited at
Prospects & Concepts, the artist focuses on a new direction with the focus on art as a means to reach a higher, spiritual and
emotional level that goes beyond the work itself. Yalım draws attention to suffering bodies through a close-up of an earwig, lying
on its back, on a white sheet, showing its last convulsions. A useless but unbearable suffering from which the creature apparently
cannot be redeemed. But the suffering insect is also a metaphor for a suffering that we easily ignore. An almost toneless mantra
- both a lamentation and an enchantment - seems to ward off the painful confrontation. In Untitled (She was a wise man), the
artist uses a ritual-laden image. Although tripods with plants are a recurring image in Yalım's oeuvre, this time they look like
graves as an ode to the fallen or, perhaps better, the lost and vulnerable body.
Text by Esther Darley
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Video link: https://vimeo.com/381336979/501defc89f
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She was a wise man, installation, 2020.
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She was a wise man, installation, 2020.
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She was a wise man, installation, 2020.
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Video stills

She was a wise man, installation, 2020.
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Video stills

She was a wise man, installation, 2020.
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Video stills

Regarding an Invisible Kite, video, 2018 - ongoing.

Regarding an Invisible Kite, colour, with sound, 20’.

Regarding an Invisible Kite is a work in progress rst actualised in its textual form as a performance. The text, which
is now constituting the audio of the video is kept without alteration. The audio, as it was recorded during the
performance, is now the narrative structure of the video work. The video was lmed at an abandoned school gym
which is now completely demolished. The desire to make the lming at an unused school gym stems from the
desire to use the outlines of the oor as an abstract formalisation of territoriality. Through out the video, we see a
white square moving back and forth in-between territories as the text unfolds. The text begins with an absurd
tone and moves toward concrete abstractions, sublime obstacles like migration, freedom, emotional entitlement. In
its peak point the text arrives at a moment where the narrative switches. We are now talking about migration,
speci cally in the Aegean sea through the use of greek mythology and seashore lmed in Athens. The work relies
on the togetherness of the structural and aesthetic decisions and the undercurrent narrative of migration and
freedom. Instead of declaring itself as a work on the refugee crises, the work simply declares that it is impossible
to talk about anything else
Video link: https://vimeo.com/297879507/80f4ab83b7
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Regarding an Invisible Kite, video, 2018 - ongoing.
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Installation vie
Primo Piano, Paris
Photographer, Romain Darnaud

Regarding an Invisible Kite, video, 2018 - ongoing.
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The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., video, 2019.
The Inside is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., colour, with sound, 19’.

The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea. is not a forensic but a sensual gaze at the past. The work
folds past into the present in order to predict the future, conjure its spirit, like a dream does. A synchronicity in different times demands an
adequacy between our means and how to display them in creating an effect by moulding its form through its content. A lm is an intricate thing,
it opens up something and closes of an other; a secret in the open. The fold oscillates. The oscillation means there is an affect on past too and
not just in the present and the future. This affect is where the fantasy lays. This affect speaks of a desire to queer history, a merging of the bodies
of the workers, the artist and the statues in a carnal poetics
The connect between the makers body, the sculptures and the workers in the Anatolian Civilisations Museum relies in the shift between labour
and sleep (laborious sleep or sleepy labour) which is made opaque through a subversion that manifests the statues as workers and the workers
as the sleepers relying on their equality in inhabitation. The museum, taken as a single morph is subverted through sleep to expose a system of
implicit codes containing binary morphemes; labour and leisure, displacement and inaction, entitlement and prohibition, responsibility and
immunity. Amongst artefacts, the workers’ body becomes heightened in subjectivity yet paradoxically deemed more vulnerable. The maker
however is hidden and returns as a voice animating the lifeless forms. These intriguing exchange of energies seem to be stemming from concepts
of entitlement and displacement. The workers standing there, drinking tea, spending the majority of their time in a museum, walking the oors,
conversing in small talks captured in the same breath as the artefacts demanding thinking about entitlement as the artefacts appear to be
employed by the state as much as the workers who are clear in their entitlement. They are comfortable there. Socialising, organising, nding their
own personalised ways of attending or cleaning the museum which happens during visiting hours. This as an extension also makes us question;
Why is it strange to see people being comfortable in their work environment, witnessing their personalised technique of cleaning the upper part
of a display or vacuum cleaning the museum in visiting hours
Being surrounded with artefacts of past civilisations, past entitlements from Palaeolithic ages to Byzantium in a chronological order of concretised
historiography does something to the living body. It informs us of our mortality and gives an answer to the question of aliveness; endurance. To
borrow from Rosi Braidotti, To live intensely and be alive to the nth degree pushes us to the extreme edge of mortality. This has implications for the
question of the limits, which are built-in to the very embodied and embedded structure of the subject. The limits are those of one’s endurance—in the
double sense of lasting in time and bearing the pain of confronting ‘‘Life’’. The ethical subject is one that can bear this confrontation, cracking up a bit but
without having its physical or affective intensity destroyed by it. Ethics consists in reworking the pain into a threshold of sustainability, when and if possible:
cracking, but holding it, still. My operational centre with The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea. lays
exactly here; the closeness of this de nition of the human subject to the qualities of the artefacts at the museum. And an erotics of a secret
everyone knows, a very near aloofness like cruising in parks after midnight and day dreaming
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Video link: https://vimeo.com/325002878/0cbb578fb4
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The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., video, 2019.
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Württembergische Kunstverein, Stuttgar
Photography, Hans D. Christ
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The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., video, 2019.
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Primo Piano, Pari
Photography, Romain Darnaud
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The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., video, 2019.
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The Inside which is merely the fold of the outside, as if the ship were a folding of the sea., video, 2019.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, Installation. citrus medica var. sarcodactylis, tripods, kitchen towels, plaster, concrete, slug poison, ant poison, grass seeds, cardboard
boxes, aluminium and brass handles, essential oils, rise bran oil, acrylic binder, cadmium lemon yellow pigment, ribbon.

When the ey
When the edgeless screen receiving
light from the edgeless universe
When the eye rs
When the edgeless screen facing
outward as if hypnotized by the edgeless universe
When the eye rst saw that i
Hungry for more light
resistlessly began to fold back upon itself
TWIST

As if a dog snif ng a dead do
Before nervous like itself but now
weird inert cold nerveless
Twisting in panic had abruptly sniffed itsel
When the ey
rst saw that it must die

When the eye rst

Brooding on our origins yo
ask When and I sa
Then

As if a dog snif n
Ignorant of origins
familiar with hunger

Frank Bidart, from Third Hour of the Night
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a dog snif ng a dead do
Forms survive in other contexts, without any possibility of nding the origin of their matrix, the very rst and elementary form. They arise to live the experience of
anecdotes. Shapes changing context, do not they pursue their quest to be always the same, for fear that we forget them
The exhibition title refers to a poem by Frank Bidart (The Third Hour of the Night) whose free style mixes impressions of a diary, historical references and situations of
the everyday life without hierarchy or chronological consistency. The elements succeed after another, disrupting the possibility of accessing a de nite and speci c
temporality. The poem unfolds and wraps itself around like a ribbon, like a circle, like a round. Brutal rhythm, abrupt sounds and combination of the lexical elds of
fear, night and uncertainty complete the mystery of a being who refuses to situate her/his identity in her/him or on the contrary in projecting in her/his environment
(whether imagined, regretted or simply remembered). The same process of narrative construction stimulates the production of Baha Görkem Yalım for whom the
personal elements are the occasion for a reinterpretation of the symbolic, anthropological or formal component. Enlightened empiricism is trans guration of the real.
The real itself is all inclusive. Everything lives, dies, reborn under other probable forms, recognized, unknown
Baha Görkem Yalım refuses standardization of narrative, preferring labyrinthine movements, fortuitous combinations, aesthetic accidents (where the heritage of an
artistic movement no longer counts for itself but always and at the same time in relation to a personal writing). He raises the question of the permanence of the
subject through the multiplicity of experiences and exposes the narrative identity, as it is understood by Paul Ricoeur according to the principle of a double transfer:
from the dialectic governing the narrative to the characters themselves. And in the transfer of this dialectic to personal identity. The permanent balancing between
concordance and discordance opens to the complexity of a narrative that is at once open, possible, evolutionary and to its cryptic style, to the dissimulation of the
meaning, to the attraction for enigmas
A hand. A yellow hand, hanging on a tree. The circle formed by the dance of a snake. This very same circle broken in the space. The sculptures, small Olympic ames
made of paper and plaster, arranged as a round. A race. Its departure. Greyhounds race. A board and its plan. A stroll. Indoor and outdoor spaces. Repetitive barking
of stray dogs. Sounds of a night lost in the middle of other nights. Carton sculptures and their metal ears
In this order, in this disorder, and in other arrangements of possible forms
Text by Théo-Mario Coppol

Publication link: http://www.bahagorkemyalim.com/assets/as-if-a-dog---review- le.pdf
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.
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As if a Dog Snif ng a Dead Dog, installation, 2018.

Study for a wall paintin

Installation detai
Primo Piano, Paris
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.

Saatleri Ayarlama Enstitüsü (The Time Regulation Institute) is a novel by Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar written as an allegorical critique of Turkish
modernity. Baha Görkem Yalım’s work consists of four editions of Saatleri Ayarlama Enstitüsü in four different languages containing direct
interventions by the artist and a performance that will constitute an exhibition. The performance follows a similar allegory to Tanpınar’s:
replacing critique with a compositionist proposition, this time also subjecting western modernity. Time Regulation Institute aims to bring
together the detached plateaus and ideological plains of middle east and west, not only by dealing with the question who is entitled to
inhabit empty spaces?, but also through its oblique critique and allegorical movement; the horizontalisation of the vertical
Simultaneously the work questions freedom from the perspective of an immigrating artist. As Tanpınar puts it … for I fear that those who
see freedom solely as a political concept will never fully grasp its meaning. The political pursuit of freedom can lead to its eradication on a grand
scale… As Pankaj Mishra states, in the introduction of the English translation, western conception of progress … mentally enslaved many
by the force of a completely new epistemology, one that compartmentalised knowledge and concealed an instrumental view of human beings as
no more than things to be manipulated. Instead of embracing western conception of progress, the performance, exhibition and the
intervened books seek the inertia of a consistent movement for a gestural undoing.
The performance is built up by arranging furniture in an array which are later used as pedestal for the drawing drawers in appropriate
heights to form a single horizontal line from famous Barnett Newman paintings.
Performance registry excerpt: https://vimeo.com/313066404/2e9020fef5
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.

Performance registry -without audience
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.
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Time Regulation Institute, performance/installation, 2018.
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Timeless Life, video, 2018 - on going.

Zaman Dışı Yaşam (Timeless Life) is a scenario written by Tezer Özlü in 1983, departing from her own body of work. Özlü is a unique
voice in literature we lost too soon. Characteristic to Özlü’s oeuvre, in Timeless Life she is once again searching for a meaning in the
innermost corners of a life that is being-in-time.
Baha Görkem Yalım begin working on Timeless Life in 2012 and the rst version of the lm was manifested in 2013. Later on, after
two more versions which deliberately didn’t meet a public, an other version followed in 2017 with the commission of RietveldTV. In
this second commission of 2018 the title is re-rendered as Timeless Life II in an attempt of overshadowing past versions and reducing
them only to the two version of 2017 and 2018.
The video work is a movement towards Özlü’s literary work. In quest of channeling a writers oeuvre, the lm interrogates new nonnarrative forms, refusing to use any spoken language. Life is taken as a journey where, even when there is a sense of movement, the
only destination is the self. Özlü’s description of train journeys are taken as the connecting vessel while the scenes, locations and
other characters are ever changing. The lack of a plot is balanced with a constant positioning of the self in relation to its surroundings;
a search for meaning. In this existentialist and abstract lm the artist is telling a life’s story in which the real, the constructed and the
imagined are not letting go of each other
In this latest version we see a new layer of abstraction that is counterweighted by the introduction of colour and a secondary
interior space. The multiplicity of versions is also a questioning characteristic to the artist in critically challenging the ontological status
of the artwork as a stable, material entity that exists independently from its perception by the viewer. When talking about the work
of art as an un nished entity, the artist is not referring to a process of decision making or an artistic choice, but to see the artwork as
an unstable, immaterial entity that is bound to its perception by the viewer, the rst viewer being the artist
Video link: https://vimeo.com/258253254/b880392221
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Timeless Life, video, 2018 - on going.

Video still

Video still
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Timeless Life, video, 2018 - on going.

Video still

Video still
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Furniture without Memories, is a durational play based on a geometric imaginary of the subject and a parametric understanding of space through what is contained in it.
Furniture without Memories can be understood as pseudo-improvisations. Pseudo-improvisation means a contradictory building. The piece appear to be an improvisation but is
structured extremely precisely. The perception of improvisation stems from the transaction with what is available in the space of presentation and using the human subject as an
active deliberator of relations that already exist. This deliberation contaminating the audience makes the objects in the performance real as oppose to abstract, a property
inherent to the objects means of production, marketing, handling and recollection. With the performance work the aim is towards an undoing that demands the claim of the
‘pseudo’. This undoing is because of the performance’s pragmatic organisation. One can claim that this pragmatic organisation is close to an ethics as much as to aesthetics. These
ethical and aesthetic concerns performed within a geometrics, through the geometric imaginary of the subject. Through the clashing of the improvisational and the designlessness,
with an extreme site sensitivity and precision, the work points towards a kind of poetics in contingency. In this setting the body becomes precarious and precariousness becomes
a new form of being, as the space is reclaimed as a topological one without the distinction of front and back, inside and outside and before and after. The body in this work is a
political, knowing, vibrating body.
The performance begins with what appears to be cleaning the room's oor. However what is happening is not an act of cleaning even if it ends up cleaning the space. The act
itself is not done to disinfect the room from its past and begin anew. The act is not done to symbolically summon a new space either. With a sweeping action the residue on the
oor is gathered in the centre of the room. What the act entails is gathering what used to be scattered in the room into a central position to claim the invisible visible. While
cleaning is a gesture of claiming a space with an intimate action, gathering is claiming the space intimate by the play of invisibility in human (in)sensitivity. The second effect of the
gathering is making it available for a repurposing of the room with a geometrical imaginary of the subject. The broom scans the room from one point to an other creating
diagonals, forming possible paths. In a networked setting these diagonals not only refer to themselves but also to the lines that are not created by the artist. Scanning does not
excavate. It only acknowledges what is underneath.
Repurposing the room with a geometrical imaginary of the subject entails horizontal action. Horizontal action can be de ned as actions that occur by the sole contact of two
things without superimposing ones hierarchical precedence. The performers body pushing a donkey across the room is purely making contact with the object. From this contact
contamination occurs. Contamination doesn’t only changes one side of the interaction but equally both sides, generating transformation through encounter. Similarly when a tune
is played on a piano by the structural properties of a cloth hanger contamination happens. This occurrence answers an important question; how might a gathering become a
happening that is, greater than a sum of its parts?.
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.

Performance registr

Joseph Beuys, Queen Bee for Bronze Sculpture
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.

Performance registr

Photo from artist’s chair photo collection also used in the performance vide
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.

Performance registr

Photo from artist’s chair photo collection also used in the performance vide
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Furniture without Memories, performance, 2017.
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.

In Support: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, clay, plaster, paper towel, vinyl, aluminium, wood, 35mm photographs, natural density photo lter

Support’s rst operational feature is its proximity. No support can take place outside a close encounter, getting entangled in a situation and
becoming implicated in it. A desire emerges, an offer opens … it cannot rely on intellectual awareness or abstract information, but requires a
proximity and intimacy
Celine Condorelli, Support Structure
In Support: Support as Intimacy and Proximity is the rst strand of an exhibition series in three parts. As the title suggests, this rst
intervention deals with support at the periphery of the personal. Proximity and intimacy are seen here as forms of responsibility and
commitment to another and, therefore, of support. This chapter aims to awaken the enchanted notion that we are close even when we are
far, we are friends even when haven’t met.
Support as Intimacy and Proximity formalises the qualities and quantities projected by the framework and the performance through a
threading of objects and images. The series of sculptures can be seen as multi-dimensional collages, proposing a compositionist imagining
that can perhaps be read as a series of abstracted tarot cards

Link: In Support: Support as Intimacy and Proximity
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.
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: Support as Intimacy and Proximity, installation, 2017.
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.

In Support: Violence of Support, Styrofoam, chrome handles, cardboard boxes, aluminium, wheels, grass, sewing strings, dry leaf, chewing gum, silica gel

Providing support and being supportive implies not only being in contact, but being in right up against the subject of concern, and taking it onboard, making common cause with it.
Celine Condorelli, Support Structures
Devotion’ as the task of the dancer is not a theological diagnosis, not a martyrology, but a political af rmation …. With the performance of
devotion, the choreographic reveals itself to be that which produces an agent, that which produces an affect, and that which reminds us that the
political, in order to come into the world, requires commitment, engagement, persistence, insistence, and daring.
André Lepecki, Choreopolice and Choreopolitic
Violence of support means making a common cause of it or in other words making a common cause from the personal resistance to the
subject of concern which brings an acceptance of violence as something to be faced, be an object or subject to it, untied to any
preparedness. As Judith Butler puts it; it tries to solve the problem of vulnerability. If I strike back, I transfer vulnerability from myself to the
other. And yet by striking back I produce a world in which my vulnerability to injury is increased by the likelihood of another strike. So it
seems as if I'm getting rid of my vulnerability and instead locating it with the other, but actually I'm heightening the vulnerability of
everyone and I'm heightening the possibility of violence that happens between us. Support at this stage demands commitment,
persistence, insistence, and daring
The installations in this section tackles with the violence that comes with or caused by support next to dealing with the idea of
vulnerability and its relation to assemblages. Vulnerability and assembly here are concepts supported by Judith Butler’s body of work.
Isabelle Lorey borrowing from Butler explains; Vulnerability becomes and extension of birth because initial survival already depends on social
networks, on sociality and labour. Resonating with this the installations presented in the vitrines will be of a very fragile nature, delicately
balanced yet string in transmitting their demands. In this section we abandon the human subject and go towards deadening of matter and
nature
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/violence-of-support.html
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.
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: Violence of Support, installation, 2017.
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: Support Structures, installation, 2017.

In Support: Support Structures, vibration speaker, wood, water scale, plastic, carpet, soap stone, plaster, aluminium, Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote by Jorge Luis Borges printed on A4

As support, the structure is separated from desire.
Roland Barthes, A Lovers Discourse: Fragment
Of course there is not a happiness of structure; but every structure is habitable, indeed it may be its best de nition.
Roland Barthes, A Lovers Discourse: Fragments
On one occasion Foucault gives it its most precise name: it is a “diagram”… It is a machine that is almost blind and mute, even though it makes others see and speak.
Gilles Deleuze, Foucault
Support Structures is the third and the nal strand of the exhibition In Support, which is located in the street-side vitrines of the Kijkdoos, Amsterdam. The installations and other works in this
section take further distance from the personal. They lean toward technically conceived works that connect back to the notion of support not just as form but more importantly as gesture.
Support Structures is partly conceived as a contradiction of the exhibition’s rst two installments – Support as Intimacy and Proximity and Support as Violence – and draws inspiration from the
contradictions in Bertolt Brecht’s work between the theoretical and the formal. Doubleness as a concept is central to Support Structures. The works, as well as self-standing, independent
forms, entail gestures that are perhaps obvious to the audience but invisible to passersby.
Accompanying the visual works is a sound piece transmitted via vibration speakers. The piece comprises a lecture in Turkish by Süreyya Karacabey, who was a professor in the Theater
Department of Ankara University until her expulsion by the government under new laws targeting secular academics. These laws, which have seen nearly 5000 academics lose their jobs, are a
product of the “state of emergency” in Turkey that has now been renewed for a third time. Karacabey is a well-respected academic and the author of several books on Heiner Müller and
Bertolt Brecht. She is currently teaching in a number of initiatives formed outside of academia as a reaction to recent political events in Turkey. These initiatives involve holding lectures on the
street, accessible to all. The lecture presented during In Support was rst delivered in the context of one such initiative, Sokak Akademisi (Street Academy), in Ankara last winter. The idea of
inviting Karacabey as a contributor stemmed both from the relevance of her academic interests and, perhaps more importantly, from the structural resemblances between this exhibition and
her street lectures. The lecture presented for Support Structures focuses on Brecht’s notion of epic theatre. His insistence that an audience should remain sober and critically engaged with a
work instead of being carried away by ctional realities and illusory empathy resonates with our current political climate. Further, by contradicting the previous two performances presented in
the exhibition – both of which took the form of storytelling and demanded a degree of empathic engagement from the audience – Karacabey’s lecture highlights the intricate, often
paradoxical and fragile nature of support. This also resonates with how Brecht frequently justi ed his art by contradicting his own theories
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/support-structures.html
Installation detai
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De Kijkdoos, Amsterdam

: Support Structures, installation, 2017.
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: Support Structures, installation, 2017.
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: Support Structures, installation, 2017.
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: Support Structures, installation, 2017.
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Supporting act, vibration speaker, tripods, various local plants, backdrop stand, plastic, light stands, prints on polypropylene, rain coats, carbon ber,
polymer sheet, kite string, UV lter, aluminum, various sizes

This site-speci c installation in the port of Leith created a stage for the secondary to take centre stage. Engaging with
the position of being a sideshow, this work intends to form a structure that supports a bigger event, playing the role
of a hidden foundation. In the transition of supporting structures into supporting acts, the installation offers a simple
invitation of performativity; a different engagement with the art object and a prolonged sense of witnessing
immediacy and duration. Positioned in empty islands opened by Petter Yxell's labyrinth like architectural skeletons,
tripods rise throughout the exhibition while the camera is replaced by plants that are unearthed on site. As the
objects gain an observing nature, their gaze allows what is supporting them to take the centre stage. This enables the
structure to become an act and the act to become form; a form to be shared and played with for the duration of the
exhibition. The kites are an invitation to the audience to occupy a participating role in the exhibition; as objects they
highlight the tension between active and passive, inside and outside present throughout the installation. The sound
piece, composed from the recording of a humming tune by the artist and transmitted to the metal walls of the
shipping container with the use of a vibration speaker, evokes the association with currents of the ocean. Together
with the prints covered by raincoats, this adds to the feeling of absence; not an absence that limits but an absence as
an offering to be lled with others. The installation aims at arriving at a moment where we can begin to sense a form
of object consciousness, where consciousness can be de ned as action at a distance. The exhibition then transforms
into a processual and performative addition to the art-object’s lifeline instead of becoming the celebration of a
nished product
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/supporting-act.html
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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Supporting Act, performative installation, 2016.
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…the artist falling in love with the trees and the sea, the beast and the bird…, installation, 2016.

Cenotaph (9 Zips), mirrors, 150x22 cm
Concord, masking tape, curtains, 2200x420 cm.

… the artist falling in love with the trees and the sea, the beast and the bird, has not so much been in love with them as with his own feelings
about them.The concept of communion became a reaction to rather than a participation with, so that a concern with Nature, instead of doing
what it was supposed to do – give man some insight into himself as an object in Nature – accomplished the opposite and excluded man
These words belongs to Barnett Newman and depict a paradox that is a direct inspiration to the works Concord and Cenotaph (Nine zips).
Concord is of direct reference and an approximation to Newman’s same titled painting from 1949. Similar to the monolith Baha Görkem
Yalım built in the work Against the grain, Newman’s painting in its new life is tilted to a state where the vertical line has become horizontal.
In this new horizon and it’s relation to Cenotaph (Nine zips) the audience is included in the work instead of being positioned as a mere
witness. The work formally also revokes the original painting both by color scheme and by material. Newman when conceiving his vertical
lines (zips) also used masking tape. Cenotaph (Nine zips), a work manifested by nine mirrors on the oor corresponding to the uorescent
lighting that belongs to the exhibition space, both in location and size, is again an approximation to Newman’s paintings, folding the two
ends of the room, the oor and the ceiling together to create vertical lines (zips) that are invisible to the gaze of an inactive audience but
becomes visible as soon as the viewer is active in both movement or contemplation. The mirror here is in its pure physical entity, beyond
its symbolic value, excavating the room creating depth as much as the construction is vertical, framing ever changing glimpses of the
interior. In addition to these two works the room also contains works from Alexander Sand. Among them the work Tithonus (Crouching in
your meadow), twenty two grasshoppers released into the exhibition space. The work, in its reversal of physical and symbolic scales, merges
with Concord and Cenotaph (Nine zips). The breadth of these works overwhelms the grasshoppers, symbols of immortality in ancient
Greece, reminds us they can be diminished with a careless footstep
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/-...the-artist-falling-in-love-with-the-trees-and-the-sea%2c-the-beast-and-the-bird...-.html
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…the artist falling in love with the trees and the sea, the beast and the bird…, installation, 2016.
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…the artist falling in love with the trees and the sea, the beast and the bird…, installation, 2016.
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…the artist falling in love with the trees and the sea, the beast and the bird…, installation, 2016.
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Towards Witnessing Matter, performative installation, 2015.

Towards witnessing matter, wood, stands, halogen light, prints, basins, lather, lectures, poetry readings, video screenings, various sizes

Towards witnessing matter is an installation that starts with the space. Like an archaeologist unearths, the rst layer is rendered to the side,
materials from the space’s depth are brought to light. But the principle of selection does not reside in archaeological debt nor in aesthetic
value, rather it emphasizes the wandering of things. Amongst others, wooden sticks, broken and xed again by the artist, no longer are
commodities, standardly produced for consumers. Hesitant and introvert, aggressive and loud, now they express qualities of a line of a
drawing. The instantaneousness of the action of drawing and the in nity of a line dissect the space without harming it and together they
form a thread throughout the space. They can hint at a drawing or they can be weaponised in revolutionary hands. Or perhaps we can
ask the question: is there a difference between a drawing and a weapon, between a poem and a declaration? Microphone stands gently
caress the sticks, waking the lines from their secular sleep and turning them into attentive listeners. The large print, photographed during
daylight, adds a fold of temporality to the evening’s space. The grids of the sheet music stand and the tiled wall coalesce, faltering the
borders, creating white shadows. The repetitions make visible the af nities between objects, their synchronicity in rift, while the slowly
dying foam in the basins reminds us of the passing of time. This space of recon gurations hosts a number of performances/lectures,
introducing duration to movements where everything is part of one processual work. A lecture by Patricia Pisters, poetry readings of Etel
Adnan by Mia You and Rozalie Hirs were a part of the programme, together contained by the installation. Part of the installation is the
decision to make all the projections of the performance on the tiled wall instead of the white screen
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/towards-witnessing-matter.html
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Towards Witnessing Matter, performative installation, 2015.
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Towards Witnessing Matter, performative installation, 2015.
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Towards Witnessing Matter, performative installation, 2015.
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Towards Witnessing Matter, performative installation, 2015.
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Remembering, cyphomandra betake plants (tropical origin), tripods, water spray, various sizes
An artefact of non-human origin, replica of the monolith in 2001: A space odyssey, 400x160x40 cm.
Forgetting, adansonia digitata plants (tropical origin) ‘whip and tongue’ grafted on each other, various sizes
Aestheticization for historiography (Turkish soldiers slaughter mules at Roboski), cellphone photos taken by the Kurdish locals collaged,15 x 8 cm
Aestheticization for historiography II (Turkish soldiers slaughter mules at Roboski), cellphone photos taken by the Kurdish locals collaged, print on
transfer paper, 98x160 cm

Against the grain is formed by the coexistence and mutual transposability of architectural and poetic gestures. Displayed works/gestures
seem to exist separately but if needed can be linked as a group. The architectural gestures are based on the singular movement of
attening; in other words transferring of what was vertical to horizontal. Flatness that is proposed to the viewer as an alternative to
verticality in the work, through the Dome and An artifact of non-human origin -a replica of the monolith in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
Odyssey- suggests itself as a critique of virility. Verticality as a future craving masculine modernist movement is folded back to its surface,
the gaze shifted from the future to the past and effectively change today by changing history. The Flatness here corresponded with
movements and gestures, instead of a stubborn critical position. The work opens up a space for discussions and a variety of critical
positions across. Verticality is taken as the main modernist act and rendered in already existing objects, objects that are ctional but also
real. Architectural gestures in the space also carry the task of creating a vessel for the poetic ones. From this vessel we almost arrive at a
new work that is contained gently and more humanly. Poetic gestures of this new work suggest vitality in a foreign body, a concept
manifested through plant-sculptures, framed and largely printed collages of cellphone photos of locals from the Kurdish region in Turkey
and other processual elements in the installation. Within the collages aesthetization is done not for the sake of arts but for historiography.
The objects we are used to see mostly as a servant in an exhibition space, now take the centre stage. The plants wake from their secular
sleep and become attentive observers. The visitor becomes the object, roles are reversed. The attening between these elements tries to
create non-quanti ability and a bridge between the conceptual eld around the objects and the politics of the subject, politics of
aliveness
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/against-the-grain.html
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An artefact of non-human origin, replica of the monolith in 2001: a space odyssey, 400x160x40 cm.
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.
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Remembering, cyphomandra betake plants (Tropical origin), tripods, water spray.
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.
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Forgetting, Adansonia digitata plants (Tropical origin) ‘whip and tongue’ grafted on each other.
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.

Forgetting, Adansonia digitata plants (Tropical origin) ‘whip and tongue’ grafted on each other.
Installation detai
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.

Aestheticization for historiography, Cellphone photos taken by the locals of Roboski collaged
Installation detai
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.

Aestheticization for historiography, Cellphone photos taken by the locals of Roboski collaged
Installation detai
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Against the Grain, installation, 2015.
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Aestheticization for historiography II, Cellphone photos taken by the locals of Roboski collaged
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Fatherland, video, 2015.

Fatherland, colour, with sound, 6’14’’

Right after the military coup in Turkey was declared to be over, in the beginning of the 80s, the artist’s grandfather got
assassinated. Departing from what is left from him, the glasses he was wearing at the time of the shooting, there is an
attempt to reconstruct a father gure. This brings the physical and nonphysical aspects to light. Artist builds a bridge from
the gure’s reconstruction towards identity politics, of one’s self and of one's country. Fatherland wonders about ancestrality
and the dislocated self. In the lm the meaning of what is an image and the expectations of the viewer are questioned.
What is enough to construct a person, what is enough to construct an image are questioned, parallel to each other.
Obstacles redeems the image, the image redeems the gure.

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/fatherland.html
Video excerpt: https://vimeo.com/170087195
Video link: https://vimeo.com/131099320/9aa9ac6e1c
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Fatherland, video, 2015.

Video still
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Fatherland, video, 2015.

Video still
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Fatherland, video, 2015.

Video still
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Amongst Others, publication, 2015.

AMONGST OTHERS
A Speculative Re-reading of Keepsakes
Keepsakes are given and/or kept. They are objects, objects that talk into memories of a person, of an event. But more than objects that
merely serve associations, they are images. They fold together matter and a personal past and no longer allow for a separation between
what is matter and what is memory. Amongst others is an investigation presented in two forms, taking on the task of a nearly impossible
separation between the subject and the object by expanding the object in such a way that the subject disappears and reappears. Through
the process of becoming-keepsake, the subject is gathered as a sum of relations, then transformed into an object. Keepsakes do not just
embody memories of the past but have themselves become embodied memories; objecti ed and crystallized as objects. Amongst Others
intertwines ction and academic re ection, collects ideas and experiments with object-oriented ontology to go to the heart of objects, to
go between objects and then back to ourselves again. Setting out from the artist’s grandfather’s glasses, we reach a rift that surrounds
objects. Amongst others is an attempt to look at objects again, differently and intimately.
Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/amongst-others.html
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has the same weight as my own at birth inserted to the image.
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Uniforms, installation, 2014.

Untitled (New Dawn), Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 40 x 115 cm
Untitled (The Real Game), Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 60 x 84 cm
Untitled (The Wild), Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 75 x 75 cm
Untitled (The Attention Unlimited), Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 40 x 77 cm

Uniforms is an installation formed by four displays/sculptures and the direct result of a research subjecting the fetish object. It aimed
to appropriate an installation presented in the same space by Antonis Pittas one year before. The aim was to bring the commodity
fetish and the art-historical concept of display together. In this collaboration artist used four different Axe men’s shower gels, without
any alteration to the substance. A product directly related to the male body, to masculinity and its utilization. A product that we buy
without paying attention to its real color and texture. The smell of the product adds a more primitive aspect, a kind of familiarity and
a withdrawn quality to the work. It gained tactility and a distinct status of fetish while emphasizing the gallery space as a place for
fetishization

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/uniforms.html
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Untitled (New Dawn), Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 40 x 115 cm.
Installation detai
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam
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Uniforms, installation, 2014.
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Installation overvie
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam
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Uniforms, installation, 2014.
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Untitled (The Real Game). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 60 x 84 cm.
Installation detail
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam

Untitled (The Real Game). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 60 x 84 cm.
Installation detai
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam
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Uniforms, installation, 2014.
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Untitled (The Attention Unlimited). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 40 x 77 cm.
Installation detail
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam

Untitled (The Attention Unlimited). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 40 x 77 cm.
Installation detai
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam
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Uniforms, installation, 2014.
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Untitled (The Wild). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 75 x 75 cm.
Installation detail
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam

Untitled (The Wild). Axe men’s shower gel, silver foil, coated wood. 75 x 75 cm.
Installation detai
SMBA (Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam), Amsterdam
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Builders, installation, 2014.

Builders, paint, charcoal, oiled paper, wood, metal, soda bottles, of ce chair, edited found footage of 12’40’’ on at screen. various sizes

The starting point of Builders is an encounter with a footage of construction workers, which bares the evidence that it is from the 1990s,
and voyeuristically shot from a distance. After watching the 60 minute footage countless times the artist awareness sharpened towards
the power structures between the workers and young men surrounding the scenes. Their relation with the camera and the seducer -the
mythical third person who is female in its otherness and gaze- along with the interactions with their surroundings and each other opens
up a new way to look at men in groups and brought the artist to the connected concepts of man as a provider and of man as a selfrestricting device. An edited version of the footage is included in the installation. From the video, artist moves to the exhibition space that
is structurally connected to the footage and the objects that belongs to the same universe. Cave paintings, redrawn and used as ground
cover during the marking of the tiles, connects to the rest of the installation through their anthropocentric loneliness. The installation
relies on the togetherness of the given and found, the kept and the dragged.

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/builders.html
Video excerpt: https://vimeo.com/170089952
Video link: https://vimeo.com/123791644/136ee0df1e
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Builders, installation, 2014.
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Installation overvie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Builders, installation, 2014.
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Installation detai
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Builders, installation, 2014.
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Installation overvie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam

Video stills
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Polyester Shirt, video installation, 2014.

Polyester shirt, two channel video installation, colour and b/w, with sound, 9’56’’

The video installation is presented on two separate collateral screens aims to provide an intimate moment while presenting an
intertwined structure of and correspondence between rituals we invent to create intention over remembrance. In this work the
complexity of the ritual stems from the paradoxical nature keepsakes and their classi ed presence in our lives as they are inseparable
from phenomenons such as memory-keeping and self-sacri ce. The intricate structure of mourning and its allegorical movement;
forgetting by remembering, or letting go through keeping, is contaminated with simple acts such as making tea by parallel presents
indicates towards movements in our existence created by rifts surrounding objects of our rituals and their universal dance.

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/polyester-shirt.html
Video excerpt: https://vimeo.com/170092470
Video link: https://vimeo.com/92286127/8fe934495d
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Installation vie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Polyester Shirt, video installation, 2014.

Video still

Video still
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Polyester Shirt, video installation, 2014.

Video still

Video still
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.

Couples (The eroticism of a secret that everyone knows), glass, metal, concrete, fabric, analog photographs, extension cable, table, chair, paprika
plant, needle, oor mob, power and pure surface cleaner, various sizes

Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows) is the reconstruction of a personal memory in a spacial manner, a trauma the
artist is not in full possession anymore. While trying to create a constellation out of the partial remembrances of the trauma, the
artist tries to act outside of the self, in a more open position, to nd a behavioural narrative in space through the construction of
memory. The work relies on this behavioural narrative’s commonness within our biological settlement as if we are walking
ecologies within existing ones. During the execution process the artist follows objects as one follows words while creating
meaningful strings. The work starts from the coupling of two objects that spoke to each other and then continues with coupling
these couples to each other like a Fibonacci string. Within their relation objects gain subject-like qualities. Through this treatment
of objects and the language that is formed by them, a speci c enclosed personal memory is folded towards shared memory.

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/couples-(the-eroticism-of-a-secret-that-everyone-knows).html
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Installation overvie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie. Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.
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Installation overvie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.
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Installation overvie
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.

Installation detai

Installation detai
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Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam

Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.

Installation detai

Installation detai
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Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam

Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.

Installation detai

Installation detai
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Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam

Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.

Installation detail
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Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Couples (The eroticism of a secret everyone knows), installation, 2013.
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Installation detai
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam
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Pas de Deux, video, 2013.

Pas de deux, b/w, without sound, 5’39’’ looped

Pas de deux is an attempt in recon guring the past through the understanding pdf the body as a living historical and political archive.
The movement performance takes up a symptom of war and connects it to other dimensions; the harmed body folds beyond
conditions of war and turns into a strategy of affecting. As such, the body is no longer an effect of violence, rather it is an apparatus of
movement encapsulating the violence by aestheticising it. The frame of the archival footage has collapsed, has fallen onto its back,
becoming an animal cage that only leaves the longest path around its borders as the space for a new choreography. In this
choreography, the war neuroses are made manifest through the uncontrollable movements of the wandering body. The body
challenges the affects of the system and exhausts the rhythm of violence towards a new form of historiography

Link: http://bahagorkemyalim.com/pas-de-deux.html
Video excerpt: https://vimeo.com/170140935
Video link: https://vimeo.com/92247490/69194e9010
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Installation vie
Fondazione Palazzo Strozzi, Firenz
Photo courtesy Tommaso Pappelletti
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Pas de Deux, video, 2013.
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Video stil
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Pas de Deux, video, 2013.
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Pas de Deux, video, 2013.
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www.bahagorkemyalim.com
mail@bahagorkemyalim.co
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